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Today, LSI is challenging all known boundaries 
of LED lighting technology to deliver 
astounding energy efficiency, performance, 
longevity and beauty.

Converging form, function and integrated 
lighting systems expertise with advanced 
solid-state lighting technology, LSI is 
leading the  from traditional 
light sources to LED technology.
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For more than three decades, LSI Industries has 

been lighting the way by pioneering and delivering 

highly valued lighting solutions to meet the 

needs of its customers.  

Today, LSI is leading the way 

in the development 

of LED lighting 

solutions, 

introducing 

technological 

advancements destined to 

change the world as we see and 

light it. Backed by more than 33 years  

of experience as a lighting manufacturer,

including 20-plus years of solid-state expertise,  

LSI's niche-market philosophy, coupled with its 

vertically integrated design capabilities, make

it uniquely equipped to fill any and all of your 

lighting needs. In fact, the breadth of our solid-state 

experience stands above the competition, whether 

the market consists of the entertainment world, 

sports arenas, digital advertising or everyday lighting.

We are so convinced that our experience and 

expertise will meet the needs of your lighting 

applications that we prominently display the LSI  

logo on all of our products, giving you 

the peace of mind that comes with 

knowing we stand confidently by 

all of our products.

• Superior 

white-light LED 

illumination  

• Unparalleled energy 

efficiency and high-performance  

• Virtually maintenance-free 

• Reassuring environmental sustainability 

characteristics – all presented in aesthetically 

pleasing fixture designs, from our USA 

manufacturing facilities, create the kind of value  

you expect from the lighting industry’s innovation 

leader – LSI.  

It’s time to  from traditional lighting to 

solid-state LED lighting technology from LSI. 

to Solid State Lighting with LSI
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S m a r t Te c h ™ –  T h e  D i f f e r e n c e . 

All  LED fixtures are designed and built 
around LSI's innovative SmartTech technology 
platform. Integrated intelligence combines 
with components designed, engineered and 
manufactured by LSI specifically to work in 
unison to deliver the most reliable and 
efficient lighting solution possible. No 
other luminaire can make this claim 
or provide the performance or ROI 
benefits of the  with 
SmartTech technology.

SmartTech technology ensures optimum fixture 
performance, energy efficiency, delivered lumens per 
watt, longevity, and an impressive return on investment. 

•	Innovative Driver Design – LSI’s 
unique high-power driver ensures  
the highest attainable levels of  
energy efficiency.

•	Revolutionary Thermal  
Management System – Thermal-
management efficiency at its best  
with LSI’s unique heat-sink design.  
From Alaska to Florida and all points 
around the globe, you’ll have a cool-
running luminaire.

•	Low Profile Housing Design – 
Lightweight with clean, sleek lines 
allows for easy installation in new or 
retrofit applications.

•	Exceptional Optical Design – Very 
high performance with excellent 
uniformity and full cutoff – specifically 
designed for each application. With 
LSI, one size does not fit all.

•	  luminaires are protected 
by a number of patents with US and 
international patents pending.

With LSI SmartTech, solid-state 
lighting is elevated to a whole 

new level.

Experience the Difference.

IDA Approved Dark-Sky Friendly®   
and local ordinance compliant design
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S m a r t Te c h ™ –  T h e  S o l i d  D i f f e r e n c e

Driven by SmartTech technology  luminaires 
deliver unparalleled hours of delivered lumens.

Thermal Management – Unique patented heat-sink design 
thoughtfully integrated into the external surfaces of the 
luminaire, in place of fins found frequently in traditional 
luminaires, effectively dissipates heat and ensures  
a cool-running luminaire. Further, LSI’s heat-sink  
design eliminates dirt traps which translates into  
better overall performance. 

Optical System – Superior illumination and sustained 
performance are achieved through LSI’s high-
performance solid-state technology, full-cutoff reflectors 
and tempered glass. The sealed optical unit provides 
flammability and dielectric protection as required by 
proposed UL 8750. Further, luminaire housings have an 
integrated drip edge which helps protect the optics from 
the elements.

Power Driver – Exclusive to LSI, the high-power driver is 
90+% efficient. This efficiency means LEDs run cooler, 
therefore reducing the energy consumption of the fixture.

Attractive Low Profile Design – With their aerodynamic 
design, LSI’s   luminaires are fabricated  
to blend into the environment. This means low EPAs  
on pole-mounted luminaires which translates to lower  
gauge, lower-cost poles.
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P a r k i n g  G a r a g e  L i g h t i n g

LSI’s LED fixtures are designed to optimize light 
distribution, pushing light out to the far reaches of 
the application without hot spots under the fixture. 

This results in exceptional uniformity, with 
high minimums, low max/min contrast 

ratios and high vertical foot-candles. 
They provide a high sense of 

security, without the unnecessary 
cost of over-lighting.

This radiosity analysis illustrates 
the lighting performance of LSI’s 

 parking garage fixture 
in a parking garage. The color 
shows the various light levels with 
the red area having the highest 
light levels and the blue the lowest 
levels. The photometric web, 
the colorized display under each 
fixture, is a 3-D visual display of 
the candela curve for that fixture. 
With this sophisticated design and 
application software you can see 
how luminaires will affect your site.
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In addition to improved visibility, LSI’s  parking garage 
luminaire uses 40%-60% less energy than traditional metal halide  
or fluorescent luminaires.

Leveraging a unique high-performance optics design, 
LSI  parking garage luminaires provide 
outstanding performance with vertical illumination, 
exceptional uniformity with full cutoff.

Designed for enclosed and open-sided structures, such 
as parking garages and other surface or pendant-mount 
applications, the LED light source works well with security/
surveillance cameras to improve visibility and security.  
Further, the housing shape and glass lens keep the 
fixture free of dirt and birds nests.
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O u t d o o r  A r e a  L i g h t i n g
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LSI  area lights offer a combination of 
exceptional uniformity and full cutoff to create a 
brighter environment at lower light levels – without 
light trespass.

LSI  area lights feature a sleek, contemporary housing 
design available in multiple sizes, suitable for a continuous stream of 
illumination excellence from pedestrian walkways through egress areas 
and in parking lots. The lightweight, aerodynamic housing results in 
exceptionally low EPAs enabling the use of lighter-gauge, lower-price 
poles. Further, its shape sheds rain, dirt and debris.

LSI  area lights represent the 
ultimate blend of design sophistication and 
technological innovation.
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R o a d w a y  L i g h t i n g
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The low-profile housing accepts a 
range of mast arms for mounting 
roadway or utility poles to ensure 
easy retrofitting as well as for 
new installations.

Beautifully styled  roadway 
luminaires ensure uniform illumination 
without unwanted light spilling onto 
the area behind the pole.

LSI roadway luminaires provide optimum
energy-efficiency, especially rewarding for applications
with long running hours. And because of LSI’s unique
tempered-glass optical system sealed with a tempered-
glass lens, they deliver unprecedented hours of lumen 
performance and eliminate routine maintenance 
because there are no lamps and ballasts to change.
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C a n o p y  L i g h t i n g
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Ambient 50

Ambient 100

Focus

The  focus delivers precise beam placement 
for optimal retail surface illumination. Regardless 
of light cartridge position, the luminaire 
provides cutoff.

The canopy system delivers 
lighting performance and a highly 
refined look not found in other 
canopy fixtures. It is the unique 
combination of ambient 
and vertical illumination 
that creates exceptional 
uniformity with full cutoff.

LSI  canopy lighting systems are easy to 
install, significantly reduce energy consumption, provide 
longer illumination life and virtually eliminate maintenance 
requirements, which all translates into a tremendous return 
on investment.
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S o f f i t  L i g h t i n g
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With its clean lines and flush mount, LSI  
soffit lighting provides a level of architectural styling 
and performance not commonly found in other  
soffit luminaires.

Designed for recessed downlighting application such as soffits, 
commercial canopies and drive-thrus. A specially designed thermal 
protector is a standard feature, making the  soffit 
luminaire ideal for applications with insulated spaces. Easy to install, 
with minimal tools and minimal impact to the building structure. 
The  soffit fits easily into a variety of structures – both 
retrofits and new construction.

With its high-performance optics design, completely sealed optical 
assembly, and clear-tempered glass lens, there are no exposed optics 
or electronics, further enhancing the longevity and performance 
contributions of the luminaires.
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with a broad offering of LED lighting products for multiple indoor 
and outdoor applications


